Dedication

NANCY WARNER

Nancy, since joining Student Affairs in 1988, you have given us the courage to continue despite our individual circumstances. Many tragic sagas of failed courses and monetary deficits have been dropped in your lap, but you always manage to offer sound advice. We know you would rather be biking or gardening, but you choose to listen to us, and for this we are grateful. Your infinite talent for schedule manipulation has allowed many of us to graduate on time.

As we venture off into our different practices, we will certainly remember your patience and understanding. We want you to know we truly appreciate the time you have invested in us and the headaches you have endured because of us. For this, we dedicate our yearbook to you. Thank you.

Sincerely,
The Class of 1992

Oath of a Pharmacist

At this time, I vow to devote my professional life to the service of mankind through the profession of pharmacy.

I will consider the welfare of humanity and relief of human suffering my primary concern.

I will use my knowledge and skills to the best of my ability in serving the public and other health professionals.

I will do my best to keep abreast of developments and maintain professional competency in my profession of pharmacy.

I will obey the laws governing the practice of pharmacy and will support enforcement of such laws.

I will maintain the highest standards of moral and ethical conduct.

I take these vows voluntarily with the full realization of the confidence and responsibility with which I am entrusted by the public.
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Pharmacy Practice

Dr. Larry Swanson
Dr. S. James Matthews
Dr. Robert Cersosimo
Dr. David L. Min
BARRY KASS
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Dr. Gerald Donehew
Dr. Gerald Schumacher
Dr. Judith Barr
Prof. Todd Brown
Pharmaceutical Sciences
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Dr. Robert Hanson
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Dr. William Hartner
Will You Remember? (Or Try To Forget?)

the Kreb’s cycle
amino acids
enzyme kinetics
tautomerism
lab practicals
action potentials
Bio texts
grade contracts
empathy
co-op interviews
registering intern hours
preceptor
get a clue
xy-write, mac’s, p.c.’s
aliquot method
standard deviation
regression analysis
dot tests...#2 pencils
essay questions
cats, rats, bones,
suppositories
pills, capsules
compounding
cock-up wrist supports
lab coats
pH=pKa+log[A-/HA]
Dodge library
chemical structures
what’s your point?
SAR’s
MOA’s
half life
Val
G-protein-coupled receptors
prn
dog virus-dysgonic fentem

chalkboard shuffling
ascites
Cp 50
86 parapharmaceuticals
free handouts
Why therapeutic drug monitoring?
phenytoin
medline
captivated drug info audiences
Countway library
computers
laser printers
electives
antigen-antibody
cells
dose response curves
agonists
Quality Control
pharmacology
How did we fit it all in Therapeutics?
remember pseudomonas aeruginosa
 gingival hyperplasia
free toothbrushes
pustules, papules et al
insulin, insulin, insulin
headache lectures
endless jurisprudence lists
the antihistamines
PPI lab Rxs
income statements
community-pharm simulation
externship logs
clinical research papers
oral presentations
NABPLEX

Class Will

We the class of 1992, being of somewhat sound mind and body do hereby promise (but not swear) to endow the following to . . .

DR. BOROUJERDI
DR. SWANSON
DR. JONES
DR. SCHATZ
JIM DIXON
DR. MATTHEWS
DR. BAKER
DR. SCHUMACHER
DR. DEFORE
NANCY
ANNE
PHARM TA’s
DR. HARTNER
DR. WASZCZAK
DR. DONEHEW
DR. HANSON
DR. DETH
DR. CERSOSIMO
DR. CHEN
PROF. BROWN
DEAN GOZZO

an endless supply of paper towels for the Hour of Power.
a condom for population control and good luck at Campbell University.
a Mickey Mouse watch (sorry, no Rolex), and happiness with baby Olivia.
this Miller’s for you.
a polygraph machine and good luck in high school.
new exam questions
DRG’s.
season tickets to the Ragin’ Cajuns.
a co-op in Phoenix.
the YEARBOOK.
a new pair of running shoes.
new lab coats.
more reproducible graphs.
a coupon book to Burger King.
new simulation program.
a “larger” cup of coffee.
more relevant, obscure essay questions.
a cancer free cookbook.
a megaphone
students to tutor in pharm calc, prophylactically.
new printers for FPP lab.
a Pharm D curriculum.
What We Did For Kicks

WELCOME

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY

LILLY TRIP

Each year Eli Lilly and Company is pleased to host class visits from many of the pharmacy schools across the country. The visit usually lasts two days during which tours, hosted by employees of the company, are given of their research, toxicology and production facilities. In addition to the tours, discussions are held on career opportunities for pharmacists with Lilly and on topical issues in health care. Finally a banquet is held in honor of their visitors during which they have a chance to meet with even more members of the Lilly team.
Pharmacy Student Organizations

Senior Class Members

Academy of Students of Pharmacy is an organization aimed at providing social interaction and professional development for all its members. With the help of our faculty advisor, Dr. Gerald Donehew, activities such as the legendary A.S.P. picnic, the drug fair, the sweatshirt sale, and the colloquiums were made possible. A.S.P. is alive and kicking and will continue to grow in the future.

Bharti Marsonia
Sangita Madhavji Patel

The Rho Chi Honor Society

Pharmaceutical Honor Society

The Rho Chi Honor Society, founded in 1917, promotes the advancement of the pharmaceutical sciences through the encouragement and recognition of sound scholarship. High standards of intellectual and scholarly attainments are demanded for election to membership.

The society seeks to promote scholarly fellowship in pharmacy by bringing together undergraduate and graduate students, along with faculty, in a fraternal and helpful association. The society strives to increase the awareness of the ethical and social responsibilities of the profession of Pharmacy.

1991 RHO CHI DINNER GUESTS

SENIOR MEMBERS
Keyur Ajit Amin
Aleksandra Bjelajac
Deneen Brown
Yvonne Bucholtz
Suk-Yi Cheung
Neil Colby

CLASS OF 1992
SENIOR OFFICERS
Matthew Pike - President
Susan Jeouit - Vice President
Michelle Olday - Treasurer
Jeffrey Laznik - Historian

SENIOR MEMBERS
Shelita Dattani
Cherylynn Griffin
Kwan Lam
Bharti Marsonia
Shawn Pelletier
Kevin Smith
COME ON SCOTT, REACH!
OLDAY CAUSING TROUBLE ONCE AGAIN

SCHATZ WITH THE CURVE BALL

LEAVES BE THREE . . .

STRIKE THREE MICHELE!!

INFIELD, MOVE IN!

JOE'S FALLEN-AND HE CAN'T GET UP!

VIVIEN WITH THE SERVE
Scholarship And Awards Convocation Spring 1991

Michele Crea
Consumer Value Stores Scholarship

Bhakti Marsonia
Ashp Leadership Award

Deneen Brown
James Harb Scholarship

Kevin Smeth
Dr. O. James Inashima Scholarship

Suk-Yi Cheung
Burroughs Wellcome Company Scholarship

Shawn Pelletier
Laverdère Super Drug Stores Scholarship

Bharti Marsania
Ashp Leadership Award

Kayur Amin
Facts and Comparisons Award

Suk-Yi Cheung
Burroughs Wellcome Company Scholarship

Cherylln Griffin
Walgreen Company Scholarship

Not Pictured:
Kwan Lam
Sheun-Lan Wu
Burroughs Wellcome Company Scholarships

Gregory Szwarc
Florence Goldberg Memorial Scholarship

Scott Flanagan
Albert B. Young Scholarship

Susan Jezout
Allen & Hanburys Scholarship Award

Matthew Pike
Rite-Aid Scholarship
Candids

CREA AND BROWN HANGIN' OUT

OH THOSE DAY DREAMS

SMILE SHARON!!!

WHO ATE ALL THE JELLY DONUTS?

HEY MAY, I'M AT THE LIBRARY!

A QUIET MOMENT WITH FRIENDS

GO GREG!!!

CAN I SEE YOUR HALL PASS?

LUNCH DURING OTC CLASS

FINALLY, WE ALL AGREE!

AHHH, THOSE TEN MINUTE BREAKS!

CRAMMING FOR A TEST

HEY CHUCK! NO FOOD IN THE LIBRARY!

JUST ANOTHER DAY IN THE LIBRARY

GET ME OUT OF THIS CLASS!!!
Where We Did It

Remember Northeastern

Northeastern University

College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions
I'm gonna take two aspirin in the morning

Friends forever

Nothing like a bud in a tub

Three amigos

Have you seen my pencil box?

Kevin catching up with the times

Which way is Maxwell's?

You said you were going to pick me up!

Things that make you go hmm.

The three amigos

The breakfast club

Patel's study habits

Who put lemon in my beer?

Michele on the go

Todd the bod

Kevin

Kevin

Kevin
More Candids ...  

(Michelle) What? What? 

Someone get that camera off her! 

Cheer! 

This doesn’t look too good! 

Will this lecture ever end? 

Love that view! 

Pharmacy Then And Now 

The Problem Of Drugs And AIDS 
Home Health Care universal health care 
HEALTH MANPOWER 
So You Want Health Insurance 

Pharmacy Residencies
Good morning!

Take two aspirins and call me in the morning.

If they only knew.

Hello! May I help you?

Now where is that tall?

Now where is my Martindales?
What If . . .

What if is a light hearted look at "the sure things" and makes you think of how drastically life would change without them.

What if . . .

N,O was never discovered?

there were no Henderson and Hasselbalch?

we didn't get paid for externship?

there were no free gifts at the Drug Fairs?

Jim Dixon didn't use a kleenex in the box for our lab practical?

everyone passed biochemistry the first time?

the faculty didn't cheat at tug of war?

we knew how the student center fees were used?

all the TA's spoke English?

we were actually conscious when Dr. B called on us?

there were no Maxwell's?

there were less instructors than students per class?

we only made on trip to gnomon copy for therapeutics?

there were no handouts?

there were no old exams?

the computers in PPP lab stayed on line?

pharmacy students had to take notes using complete words?

we had to study for Pharmacy Administration?

Dr. Schumacher lost his balance on the edge of the stage?

there were externship sites in Boston?

maintenance did not mow the lawn during therapeutics lectures?

Dr. Boisse took a Valium?

everyone passed calculations the first time?

Dr. Schatz served pizza and Miller during his class lectures?

there was no room 117 MU?

Dr. Swanson had stayed in Boston?
Mary Abraham

Michael R. Agostino

Keyur Ajit Amen

Keyur Ajit Amen

Bola A. Akanide

Gary Albert

Liesl Bergeron

Shahnaz Balakhanpour

Aleksandra Bjelajac
MICHELLE LYNN BOUCHER

The past five years have been the best years of my life. Northern University has proved to be the right choice for me. Not only has Northern given me the education I was looking for, but also the most rewarding experiences. I have grown both personally and professionally. I hope you will enjoy your time as much as I have enjoyed mine. I wish you all the best.

DANIEL L. BROCKHOFF

Although words could never be enough, I would like to thank my family and friends for their love and support while reaching my goals. Your prayers and advice will always be with me.

KELLY ANN CARMICHAEL

I am ready to lead the next phase in my life. I wish you all the best.

DENEE BROWN

Who said your college years are the best times of your life? Obviously not a pharmacy major. So many drugs. So little time. Thanks to those who influenced me as a person and a professional. You've taught me a lot. Thanks to my family and friends for your support. Thanks for believing in me.

YVONNE BUCHOLTZ

For all of you guys that thought I slept my way through pharmacy, I made it!! Thanks again. I love you all.

DAVID CHANG

If you are reading this, I'm still here. I'm checking out the nightlife, eating at all the great restaurants, and having a great time. I wish you all the best.

LISA CHEUNG

To everybody who has been with me for all these years in Northeastern. Have a bright future!
CATERINA CICCARELLO
Graduation time is getting near and it's going to be very hard for me to say "goodbye." I feel that Northwestern has offered me a lot in terms of education, friendships and experience and I'm really thankful for all of that. The major heartache I've had during these years is the loss of my father. Because he had always encouraged me to strive for the best goals and to be the best that I can be, I'm going to continue to do just that.

NOEL COBY
It's hard to think that last year has gone. I have made many friends in Boston and we stay in touch. I will never forget the good times I've had in Evanston Hall with the circle man, to gardens on the grounds of NU. Northwestern will always have a special place in my heart and I'm going to remember all the good times.

MARTIN CURRY
Thanks to my friends and family. Good luck my fellow pharmacists we get two and we get the most important one - health is very important.

JOANA CROCE
I can't even remember the exact amount I decided to pursue pharmacy or how it came about, but a very special person in my life is assuming all the credit. so I'm going to let him have it. Pharmacy has been one of the best decisions so far. A twist of fate put two girls together in Cat Lab who then became best of friends. Thank you Melissa & Eileen, you guys made me look forward to coming in every morning. Also, thank you for all your love and support. I will always remember all the good times and probably regret all the upset times.

MICHELE CREA
Can I have your attention please? I have three announcements to make regarding the Pharmacy Class of 1992. First of all, the Med. Chem. class is finished. No more stressing for exams, no more "the real world." Although NU has taught me the meaning of hard work, and I miss it. I have made lots of memories and friends my three years. Thanks for being there for me, without you it would not be so much fun. Most of all, thank you Dad, for all your love and support and also for your guidance. Good luck, health and happiness forever everyone Class of '92.

ANDRES DIAZ
It's hard to believe that five years has passed. I can't believe how fast it has gone. I have made many friends in Boston and we stay in touch. I will never forget the good times I've had in Evanston Hall with the circle man, to gardens on the grounds of NU. Northwestern will always have a special place in my heart and I'm going to remember all the good times.

SHEILA DAFTARI
I entered as a transfer student from that same high school, two years ago. Filled with lots of great memories. Well, we'll all be a part of the Pharmacy Class of 1992. Northwestern has been a great place to learn and grow and I'm thankful for all those who have helped me.

CHARLES S. DIVECOLO
THOUGHTS I HAD TO EXPRESS TO FRIENDS:
brooke, the day you left NU it was like losing an arm. I don't think I can go on with life without you. You have been my best friend and I am so sad to find you are leaving NU. I will be looking forward to our next meeting in the summer or fall. Thanks for being there for me. You are a true friend.

THANK YOU, LADIES. ENJOY YOUR HONEYM OON, KELLY AND MARY. MARY, I AM SINCERELY SORRY FOR THE MISUNDERSTANDING. PLEASE BE SURE TO HAVE A WONDERFUL HONEYM OON WITH YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS.

THANK YOU FOR BEING THERE FOR ME. DON'T FORGET THAT I LOVE YOU. KEEP IN TOUCH.

JoANNA CRAWFORD
I can't even remember the exact amount I decided to pursue pharmacy or how it came about, but a very special person in my life is assuming all the credit. so I'm going to let him have it. Pharmacy has been one of the best decisions so far. A twist of fate put two girls together in Cat Lab who then became best of friends. Thank you Melissa & Eileen, you guys made me look forward to coming in every morning. Also, thank you for all your love and support. I will always remember all the good times and probably regret all the upset times.

CHARLES S. DIVECOLO
THOUGHTS I HAD TO EXPRESS TO FRIENDS:
brooke, the day you left NU it was like losing an arm. I don't think I can go on with life without you. You have been my best friend and I am so sad to find you are leaving NU. I will be looking forward to our next meeting in the summer or fall. Thanks for being there for me. You are a true friend.

THANK YOU, LADIES. ENJOY YOUR HONEYM OON, KELLY AND MARY. MARY, I AM SINCERELY SORRY FOR THE MISUNDERSTANDING. PLEASE BE SURE TO HAVE A WONDERFUL HONEYM OON WITH YOUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS.

THANK YOU FOR BEING THERE FOR ME. DON'T FORGET THAT I LOVE YOU. KEEP IN TOUCH.
In this document, the text seems to be a collection of messages and thanks from various people, likely to be yearbook entries or similar. Each entry includes a name, a message, and sometimes a photograph. Here's a breakdown of some of the entries:

- **Rajeswara Prasad Donepudi:**
  "Education is a bridge to reach the end of knowledge. I listen to everybody to do better. I also wish every student success.

- **Rita Islandian:**
  "Congratulations of all thanks. Today you are a new symbol. Special thanks to John M, S. I love you all.

- **Lisa Franchi:**
  "Thanks to my God, the Lord Almighty, that helped me through the years of pain and struggle. I was strong enough to get a B.S. in Pharmacy. I thank Dr. S. to whom I still belong. I wish to see you in the future. Regards to all.

- **Adenike C. Gansallo:**
  "I thank my God the Lord Almighty, that helped me through the years of pain and struggle. I was still strong enough to get a B.S. in Pharmacy. I thank Dr. S. to whom I still belong. I wish to see you in the future. Regards to all.

- **Scott T. Ilagan:**
  "I don't want like five years ago when I was writing out about the end of high school. Love and thanks to my parents and all of you who put up with me. I love you.

- **David Toy:**
  "Thanks for everything. Mom & Dad. Thanks for your patience. Thanks for your understanding. Thanks for your support.

- **Melissa Giacobbe:**
  "Thank you for your love and support through the years. I love you.

- **Jay M. Greco:**
  "Well, it is over a long age and now different. Some things have changed, but much has stayed the same. I wish you all the best in your future endeavors. Thanks for being the most supportive and loving person. Without you, I never would have made it."

These entries are typical of the sentiments shared by classmates and friends in a school yearbook, expressing gratitude and love for their parents, godparents, and friends.
CHERYLNN GRIFFIN

Thank you Mom and Dad. The "Kidde Room"-wearing the red "Bink"-studying at the park-Studying with friends-Studying with me-Studying with me-attending-attending-the alarm dock with five more minutes left-Park and Ride-The open window-Fraternity Club-The kitchen-cook your eggs to it

SHARON A. GUAY

Great Memories - Great Friends - the whole thing is fine-our leaving-things are okay. You gave us great food. I have to go to it. At night-flying to Publix. Funny how when I was up and around it was a couple of weeks ago. I might have to do that instead of those trips. Since our graduation and my weight loss I need to be-thank all the work-need to have those days. Thank you and I love you - gore to mom

SUFAR HIFAZI

The need for a crash helmet with Sand-Pharmaceutical elegance-The alarm dock with five more minutes left-Park and Ride-The open window-Breakfast Club-The kitchen-in-a-closet apartment-Good night B!

MARCIA GUY

I would like the faculty of northeastern to know that I have enjoyed the past three years of my schooling. I would also like to thank my husband for being very supportive and last but not at all least, thank you mom and dad for believing in me.

SHARON A. GUAY

I would like the faculty of northeastern to know that I have enjoyed the past three years of my schooling. I would also like to thank my husband for being very supportive and last but not at all least, thank you mom and dad for believing in me.

EILEEN HANNIGAN

To have finally reached the first goal I set for myself is not only an amazing feeling but a relief. It was a struggle but I won without any help. This was a result of perseverance and hard work. I will miss our conversations in the caf. Melissa, Joan and Heather, will never forget this. I'll miss you all Class of 92, I hope all your dreams come true.

SUSAN IZQUIZ

Manzanita known as "S" is one of those seniors coming to college here at NU has been a tremendous help in all of the things she has taught me as a friend family and a mentor. Mary and Anne A. And to all of you. I am so proud of you. And I will miss all of you. I will miss my family and friends. I will miss our conversations in the caf. Melissa, Joan and Heather, will never forget this. I'll miss you all Class of 92, I hope all your dreams come true.

ADRIANNE HORDENKO

How each day to the Caf. Get the money back to bars and gift with my sign. Believe your best is the best. As for the best, I wish the best of luck to the class of 92. May you know every one of you feel your accomplishment and support.

MARCIA GUY

I would like the faculty of northeastern to know that I have enjoyed the past three years of my schooling. I would also like to thank my husband for being very supportive and last but not at all least, thank you mom and dad for believing in me.

EILEEN HANNIGAN

To have finally reached the first goal I set for myself is not only an amazing feeling but a relief. It was a struggle but I won without any help. This was a result of perseverance and hard work. I will miss our conversations in the caf. Melissa, Joan and Heather, will never forget this. I'll miss you all Class of 92, I hope all your dreams come true.
MARIA KERBER

Good luck in the future Class of 1992. We wish all of you success in your future endeavors. However, to everyone who has been a part of this wonderful journey, thank you for making Northeastern a memorable place.

YUEN K. KONG

I am hoping to see some of you guys tomorrow and somewhere in the future. Good luck in the future! See you soon!

JEFFREY JAMES LAZNIK

After graduation there will be no more worries. Everybody will be starting their careers, living on their own, and making their own way. The biggest thing that I remember from Northeastern is the friends I made. Without them, I wouldn't be here right now. Good luck in the future and I hope to see you guys sometime.

JOSEPH LEE

The wild rose-briar is sheet in the spring, the wild rose-briar comes again who will call the wild-rose-briar fair? —Emily Bronte

Thank you everybody, it has been a great year!

Thank you mom and dad, I couldn't have done it without you. Always love you.

RICH, SEE YOU IN FLORIDA!!!

LESLIE KRET

Thanks everybody for the unwavering support you have given me. Thank you for being there in the future. One last word I want to say is: keep smiling.

LYDIA LAU

I have to thank my parents for the unwavering support they have given me for making this happen. I also want to thank all my classmates, who despite the heavy workload and commitment, still managed to put their best foot forward. I also want to thank all the people in teaching, advising me in making sure I got the best out of college.

SIMON K. H. LIEB

As I reflect upon my four years at Northeastern, I am glad that I have been able to find a place for me. I have met a lot of wonderful people who have helped me grow as a person. I am also grateful for the opportunities I have been given.

VIVIEN JEN-YUE LEE

Thank you for everything. You have made me who I am today. I will always remember the good times we had together. Good luck and God bless you in Class of 1992.
MARNIE L. LOTEMPI

I never thought this time spent in college would pass well. School was a drag in our junior quarter. Matt, Greg, and I decided Drug Info class should have been held in Maxwell’s, there might have been better attendance that way.

Dave, you are a great drummer and I enjoyed watching you play in the band. Thanks Mom and Dad for the support, next time I’m picking an easier major. Watch out Meredith, sooner or later you will swim in the Christian Science Center pool. Mary, we’re going home.

Lisa A. Macdonald

We finally made it and in less than 10 years, we never thought it was possible. Thanks Rita, Lisa, Kelly, and Eric. You helped make it possible.

Jared to Dean & Roger for their support. Thanks for making my academic years. Thanks to some great professors, math, and physics seniors. Why Phantom? I still remember Michael. You’re a great drummer.

Don’t let those teachers catch you smoking, Gary. What is so funny, Kevin? Love that view! Beep your mopps — Scratch that. Est-ce que quelqu’un a vu Sylvain? Simon, the Pet Shop Boys are coming back to Boston? Who hasn’t she kissed up to? So what did you do last night, Rosie? What do you want, Michele (C.)?

We finally made it and in less than 10 years, we never thought it was possible. Thanks Rita, Lisa, Kelly, and Eric. You helped make it possible.

Jared to Dean & Roger for their support. Thanks for making my academic years. Thanks to some great professors, math, and physics seniors. Why Phantom? I still remember Michael. You’re a great drummer.

Don’t let those teachers catch you smoking, Gary. What is so funny, Kevin? Love that view! Beep your mopps — Scratch that. Est-ce que quelqu’un a vu Sylvain? Simon, the Pet Shop Boys are coming back to Boston? Who hasn’t she kissed up to? So what did you do last night, Rosie? What do you want, Michele (C.)?

BHARTI MARSONIA

THINGS I REMEMBER: Sangita, what are you doing? Don’t be late tomorrow, Joe, we have an exam! Love that view? Would you please read, Shahnaz, I mean the question! Maybe we should try Beeping our mopps — Oh!

Scratch that. Est-ce que quelqu’un a vu Sylvain? Simon, the Pet Shop Boys are coming back to Boston? Who hasn’t she kissed up to? So what did you do last night, Rosie? What do you want, Michele (C.)?

From my perspective, to be a half-finished pharmacist is sickening, and I am always passing the necessary drugs medications and the health department. As a highly professional, we should always serve to free humanity from our task of the patient.
SANGITA MADHARI PATEL

I never forget NU with its 8 o'clock classes, teachers you can't understand, exam questions that are from outer space, and the smell of formaldehyde. But most of all, I'll never forget the support and encouragement I received from my family and friends. As my stay at NU draws to an end, I realize just how much I'm going to miss saying those familiar lines: Bharti, quick hug at 9 o'clock. Sandra, do you have any gum? Cathy, what's wrong? Exam! What! We have an exam next Monday!! The class average is what?! Moisieur Sylvain! How are you? Shahnaz, you're worse than I am! I'll see you in the library, Marcia.

Biology is not preparation for life, it is life itself.
ALLISON TA

Three years full of excitement, memories and friendships. No more "Coch Roach" equation... as expected. Thanks to Nancy Warner for that small talk and to Mom & Dad for supporting me through the years. I'll always be grateful for what you've done for me. To my parents, you've been a very helpful and loving friend through ups and downs. Love ya!

To my friends: Leslie, Rebecca, Emma, and Dave Rabih for being there when I needed them. You all deserve my love. Good luck to Johnny Lam, my bodyguard. You've been a very truthful and caring friend; you light up my inspiration. (Don't push it.) Lastly, thank you to all the pharmacy professors as well as to Anne Ahern who made a great effort in providing me pharmacy knowledge. Again, good luck to the Class of '92. See you in California... Helen.

TODD TIMBROOK

Good luck everyone! I'm sure you'll do well.

SHUAN-LAN WU

As I prepare to head home in the evening of June to begin my fourth year of pharmacy school, I'll always remember the good times and especially the care with which you took me under your wing in N.C. Class of '91.

ROBIN WALLACE

M.A. Thanks for always helping me out when I needed extra money to pay the bills. May we always be friends. To all my classmates, thank you for being a part of my life and for making pharmacy school a memorable experience. Good luck to all.Mail did not work, I say, in place of my mailing for your phoning and that. You showed me how much I need a friend and how much you can be of service. To all my friends, I give my hearty wishes and hope we'll be family again in college. Good luck, Class of 1990.

HELEN WAN

Thanks for everything! Thank you for giving me a chance to know my friends. Good luck, Class of 1990!

PHOENIX YUK-JUNG YAU

Men and Dad good luck to everyone! Good luck, Class of 1992.

ROBIN WALLACE

M.A. Thanks for always helping me out when I needed extra money to pay the bills. May we always be friends. To all my classmates, thank you for being a part of my life and for making pharmacy school a memorable experience. Good luck to all. Mail did not work, I say, in place of my mailing for your phoning and that. You showed me how much I need a friend and how much you can be of service. To all my friends, I give my hearty wishes and hope we'll be family again in college. Good luck, Class of 1990.

ROBIN WALLACE

M.A. Thanks for always helping me out when I needed extra money to pay the bills. May we always be friends. To all my classmates, thank you for being a part of my life and for making pharmacy school a memorable experience. Good luck to all. Mail did not work, I say, in place of my mailing for your phoning and that. You showed me how much I need a friend and how much you can be of service. To all my friends, I give my hearty wishes and hope we'll be family again in college. Good luck, Class of 1990.
Thank you to everyone who helped me make my dreams come true. Best of luck to anyone asking BKS Lane if you still have a clue what they are.

Mary's funky stretch pants
Mike's parties
Bala's generosity
Gary's cigarettes
Kersey's wisdom
Shahne's wit
Linn's old exams
Sandra's Florida
Michelle S's aerobics
Dan's muscles
Denni's ring-bracelet
Yvonne's laugh
Kelly's hat scratches
Jorge's uniform
Sylvan's French
David C's saps
Lisa's smile
Carrie's southern accent
Neal's large soda's
Inna's hair
Michelle C's yearbook efforts
Marty's flannelness
Sherry's bad legs
Andra's faith
Charley's shades
Ray's wife
Rita's sweatshirts
Adrienne's apparel
Scott's wind
Dave F's personal days
Lisa F's 21st birthday
Melissa's fingernails
Joy's mouth
Cheryl's GPA

Sharon's friendliness
Marie's camera
Ellen's 21st
Suhail's vents
Adrienne's eyes
Sue's movement
Nam's kindness
Marie's ring
Yvonne's charm
Leslie's wardrobe
Kevin's aloofness
Lydia's teasing
Jeff's bicycle seat
Joe's tennis racquet
Sonia's shooting
Yvonne's pink jacket
Marie's love of Boston
Lisa M's Party
Bhart's treat notebook
Sylvia's smile
Donnie's condom t-shirt
Quair's quietness
Valentine's phone number
Michelle G's hairpin
Bhupen's mustache
Sangita's library office
Marianne's pagli
Shawn's jokes
Mark's ponytail
David R's Montréal
Joe's Mexican jacket
Rosie's lollipops
Debbie's Brain
Kevin's dry humor

John's quietness
Greg's lilac knapsack
Allison's California
Todd's fraternity
Robin's dog
Helen's friendliness
Shawn-Lee's magic
Andira's clothes
Pam's pencil holder
Senior Look-A-Likes

TONY DANZA

BRUCE LEE

PETER BRADY

BOB NEWHART

JUDGE REINHOLD

GARY BUSEY

PEE-WEE

More Future Pharmacists

GO AHEAD MAKE OUR DAY, QUIZ US!

HUNGRY DO I GET ALL THE TOUGH SCRIPTS?

HEY JAY, FIX THAT TIE!

AWAY WITH THAT CAMERA!

MELSA STARTING TROUBLE!

CATERINA DAYDREAMS ABOUT PUTTING HER FIST THROUGH THE SCREEN.

KEY, EXPLAIN COPD TO ME.

SMILE SHARON!

GEORGE AND VIVIAN HARD AT WORK!

MAD-MAN KEY BEHIND THE COUNTER!

CHEESE!

ROSE!
... Even More Candids

STUDYING FOR PPP LAB - WE DON'T THINK SO.

GOTCHA!

THE '92 OLYMPIC HOPES - YEAH RIGHT!

MARIANNE ON THE GO

SMILE. PHARM ADMI N IS OVER FOR THE DAY!

HOWDY PARTNER!

THE # A.M. LOOK

MARTY! HOW DID YOU GET IN HERE?

SCHUMACHER GRINS IN PAIN AS DAN GRIPS HIS SHOULDER

SILVIA AND MIKE DOING THE EMT

PHARM ADMIN BUDDIES

IRON CITY DAN

WHAT A BOOKSHELF.

GET ME OUT OF HERE!

BP, WHAT'S UP?
APhA held their annual meeting and exposition during March 14-16 in beautiful downtown San Diego, California. Throughout the event Northeastern's pharmacy program was well represented by students from the junior and senior class. Our own Matthew Pike represented Northeastern's Rho Chi Society while Michael Agostino competed in the patient counseling competition. The meeting and exposition offered everyone the chance to meet new and old faces, attend educational programs and participate in a job fair which was housed in a room two football fields big! Outside of APhA's gala there were a handful of things to do and places to see, just take a look for yourself.
Remember Those Places & Faces
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JUST CALL ME "BIG K"

COFFEE ANYONE?

WHO IS THAT MASKED GIRL?

I MAKE A HELAVU FALAFEL!

WHAT COLOR BIKE IS THAT?

OH THAT FACE!

HOME SWEET HOME

THIS THING EXPIRED LAST YEAR
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As You Look Ahead, We Have The Answers To Some Tough Questions.

As a new graduate or practicing pharmacist looking down the road at your career, you should be asking potential employers some tough questions. At Walgreens, we have the answers to the questions that are key to your future.

Company Stability? We've seen 15 straight years of record growth earnings with an average of 19% annual growth over the last 5 years.

Growth Outlook? All demographic and industry trends point to our continued strong growth and impressive performance. In fact, we plan on opening at least 100 new stores a year through the 1990s.

Management Strength? With a management team considered one of the best in the nation, you can count on the kind of leadership that sets a strong course for the future.

Sophisticated Support? Our advanced Intercom pharmacy computer/satellite network, comprehensive training, innovative marketing, and more, means you'll have support to the highest degree.

We now have opportunities to join us throughout the Massachusetts and New Hampshire areas. We're the place where you can achieve your future expectations.

For more information contact one of our District Pharmacy Supervisors: Larry Fixler/New Hampshire District; Mark Murzyn/Massachusetts Southern District; or Bob Gladstone/Massachusetts Northern District at 617/890-2362. Or send resume to: Walgreens District Office, 260 Bear Hill Rd., Ste. 106, Waltham, MA 02154. Equal Opportunity Employer.

Walgreen Co.
How Far You'll Go With Us!

With your drive and commitment to a career in Pharmacy, you've made it to graduation! And for that, you have our respect and congratulations!

Now, imagine how far you'll go with CVS/Peoples Drug behind you!

We are a leader that is stable and growing with the ability to share our unique level of success. A supportive environment, the ability to work with patients one-on-one, and a number of other exciting benefits make us the right choice for you!

So don't just imagine yourself in a highly successful Pharmacy position. Take action with CVS/Peoples Drug. We have many locations throughout the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic states.

- 1250 stores
- $3.5 billion in sales
- consistent growth
- flexible scheduling
- continuing education
- promotion-from-within
- trained technician assistance
- one-on-one patient interaction
- state-of-the-art computerization
- benefits package including health, dental, 401K
- competitive salary

For more information in eastern Massachusetts and upstate New York areas, contact Kathy Mercado, RPh, 1-800-444-1140, ext. 5864.

Or send letter of interest c/o CVS Pharmacy, 65 Central Street, Wellesley, MA 02181.
Congratulations Michele Crea
Class of 1992

Hardwork, dedication, initiative, and intellect have seen your way through your school years, previously and now, at Northeastern University. Your schooling and background will enable you to take your place in the community as a productive and prosperous individual.

May your future be rewarding, lasting and allow you to continue to put a smile on the faces of those who life you touch.

Love,
Dad
Jennifer
and Zach

To Michele “A.B.” Crea
My Little Pharmacist

You have reached for a goal, and it is in your grasp . . .

Remember, “always smile and keep your chin up.”

We shared a lot of great times in Boston and your hospitality will always be appreciated, and we will share many more good times!!

Here’s to a prosperous, rewarding future . . . CONGRATULATIONS!!
GOOD LUCK ALWAYS

Love,
Bobby

Congratulations Michael Agostino

Tell me who Admires and Loves you, and I will tell you who you are.

From our hearts we salute you. We are so very proud of you.

God bless you on the Road Ahead.

To our Son and Grandson.

Love Always,
Mom & Dad

Mormor & Morfar
and
Grandma

Hi Daddy!
WE ARE SO PROUD
OF YOU. WE LOVE YOU.
FROM CAITLIN AND WILLIAM

Congratulations Matt, YOU'RE THE BEST!
Love,
Joanie

Michele Crea CONGRATULATIONS!

WE LOVE YOU AND ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU.
YOU ARE MORE THAN A NIECE TO US.
BEST OF LUCK IN YOUR FUTURE.

Love,
Aunt Carolyn
& Uncle Jack

A History of Excellence

A tradition of unexcelled quality and conscientious customer service was begun by the Gould and Waldron families in 1867. It continues today as more than 150 health care businesses throughout New England depend on J. E. Gould & Co. for a wide variety of products and services. Our comprehensive list of products and services all designed to help pharmacists stay competitive includes:

- Full-Line Wholesaleing of Pharmaceutical Products
- State-of-the-Art Data Processing Technology
- Business Planning, Pricing Strategies, Inventory Control
- Equipment Leasing, Home Health Care, Respiratory Therapy
- Pharmacy Computers
- Store Design and Merchandising

Serving the Health Care Community Since 1867
We are proud of your accomplishments and we wish you the best of success in your future professional quests.

Congratulations!!
To the Class of 1992

Department of Pharmacy Practice

Judith Barr
Mehdi Boroujerdi
Todd Brown
Robert Cerossimo
Lisa DeAngelis
Gerald Donehew
Barry Kass
S. James Matthews
David Min
Michael Montagne
June Riedlinger
Gerald Schumacher
Brian Shea

CONGRATULATIONS
CATTELLO DIVUOLO!!
"Ya little bilge, slug!"
Love John
“Congratulations you Barnacle encrusted octopus aftr.”
Love Mike
“You reached for the stars and stuck it out, FIRE EXTINGUISHERS and all, I’m so proud of you!”
1 Love You, Mom
“Say YES to Drugs, Charlie!”
Love, Dad

CONGRATULATIONS
MARIA KERBER
YOU MADE US VERY HAPPY AND PROUD.
YOU HAVE NEVER GIVEN UP, AND SHOWN US THAT HARD WORK PAYS OFF. WITH SUCH DETERMINATION.
YOUR FUTURE IS GUARANTEED TO BE A SUCCESS.

Love
&
BEST WISHES,
MOM & DAD
MICHELLE & FRANK

CONGRATULATIONS, Lisa!
There was no doubt in our minds that you could do anything you set your mind to. You have worked very hard to get where you are today. We wish you the best in all your future endeavors. Remember to always have a dream! “Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss it you will land among the stars.” Les Brown

We Love You,
Ma, Joanne, & John Franchi

CONGRATULATIONS
DENEEN BROWN
Years of hard work, dedication and sacrifice have paid off.

Words cannot express our pride.

We extend our best wishes for continued success and happiness.

Love,
Mom and Dad

CONGRATULATIONS
SCOTT
Those who go forward boldly expecting the best shouldn’t be surprised at how often that is exactly what they get.

“DOOGIE HOWSER”
WE ARE EXTREMELY PROUD.

Love, Dad

CONGRATULATIONS
MICHELLE OLDAY!
We are all very proud and happy for you and couldn’t miss this chance to wish you good luck, success and happiness in everything you do!

Love, Mom and Dad

Mike, Tiff, Dave, Annie and Snowball

CONGRATULATIONS
ADIA!
We always believed in you!

Love your proud family,
Mom, Dad and Lily

CONGRATULATIONS
CATHY CICCARELLO
You were determined and you did it! You finally out of school and ready for the world. You’ve sacrificed a lot of things to make your dream come true, and it has all paid off. We are all very proud of you.

Love Mom, Nick, Tony, & Leo

CONGRATULATIONS
DAVID FOY!
You have shared many anecdotes with us while attending Northeastern . . . . . some, we can repeat, some, we cannot!!!! Your friends at NU have been a joy, and we extend to them our best wishes!

We are proud of you and your accomplishments, and we wish you much happiness and success.

Love you,
Mom, Odis, and Grannie Faye
Michael,

Follow your dreams and pursue them with courage for it is the pursuit of those dreams that makes life worth living.

We love you very much and you have always made us very proud. Thank-you for letting us be a part of this special moment.

Love,

Uncle Joe, Dorothy, David, Darcey and Nancy
WELCOME INTO THE PROFESSION OF PHARMACY
BEST WISHES AND CONTINUED SUCCESS THROUGHOUT YOUR CAREERS
FROM ALL OF US AT OSCO

AMERICAN DRUG STORES

BEST WISHES AND CONTINUED SUCCESS THROUGHOUT YOUR CAREERS
FROM ALL OF US AT OSCO

OscoDrug

OUR BEST WISHES FOR SUCCESS TO:
THE CLASS OF 1992

We're proud of your
accomplishments at Northeastern,
and are looking forward to your
accomplishments in the future!

Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Prof. Norman Boisse
Prof. Mehdi Boroujerdi
Prof. Nancy Chen
Prof. Richard Deth
Prof. Jonathan Freedman
Prof. Roger Giese
Prof. Robert Hanson
Prof. George Hwang
Prof. Jerry Jones

Prof. Ban-An Khaw
Prof. Ralph Loring
Prof. John Neumeyer
Prof. Robert Raffauf
Prof. Elliot Spector
Prof. Barbara Waszczak
Roger Avelino
Nancy Weston

CONGRATULATIONS
to the
Pharmacy Graduates
CLASS OF '92

BARNUM & SOUZA
364 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10010

Our Best Wishes
for Success
to:
The Class of 1992

We're proud of your
accomplishments at Northeastern,
and are looking forward to your
accomplishments in the future!

Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Prof. Norman Boisse
Prof. Mehdi Boroujerdi
Prof. Nancy Chen
Prof. Richard Deth
Prof. Jonathan Freedman
Prof. Roger Giese
Prof. Robert Hanson
Prof. George Hwang
Prof. Jerry Jones

Prof. Ban-An Khaw
Prof. Ralph Loring
Prof. John Neumeyer
Prof. Robert Raffauf
Prof. Elliot Spector
Prof. Barbara Waszczak
Roger Avelino
Nancy Weston

Compliments of
SB
SmithKline Beecham Pharmaceuticals

Congratulations
Class of 1992

Sincerely,
Herb Gray  BS RPh, Class of 1955
Mel Aronson  BS RPh, Class of 1956

Suburban Ostomy Supply Co., Inc.
75 October Hill Road, Holliston, MA 01746
• Boston  • Atlanta  • Dallas  • Los Angeles

Medical Marketing & Communications

Congratulations
and Best Wishes

to the Class of 1992

Sincerely,
Herb Gray  BS RPh, Class of 1955
Mel Aronson  BS RPh, Class of 1956

Suburban Ostomy Supply Co., Inc.
75 October Hill Road, Holliston, MA 01746
• Boston  • Atlanta  • Dallas  • Los Angeles

Medical Marketing & Communications
We, the Class of 1992, would like to extend our sincere appreciation to: our family and friends, for all their love and support; our professors, for sharing their wisdom and confidence; the students affairs office, for their never ending encouragement; our sponsors, for making this yearbook possible; and every person who has touched us and made our time at Northeastern University memorable.
When You Need A Friend!

Mary Abdelmessih
117 Cottonwood Drive
Williamsville, NY 14221

Michael R. Agostino
34 Malibu Road
Stamford, CT 06903

Bola A. Akande
Copperfield Pl, The Ridge, Epsom
Surrey, England, KT18 7EP

S. Gary Albert
5 Pine Street
Madawaska, ME 04756

Keyur Ajit Amin
2e Old Padao Road, opp. Nandalaya Farm
P.O. Box Akota Baroda-390020 Gujarat, India

Shahnaz Balakhanpour
62 Oakmont Ave.
Stamford, CT 06903

S. Gary Albert
5 Pine Street
Madawaska, ME 04756

Surrey, England, KT18 7EP

Jorge D. Carrillo
26 Old Padao Road, opp. Nandalaya Farm
P.O. Box Akota Baroda-390020 Gujarat, India

Lisa Cheung
P.O. Box 911
Weston, MA 02090

Michelle B. Cottrell
153 Chestnut Hill Ave
Newton, MA 02161

D. W. Crockett
413 Beach St.
Newburyport, MA 01950

Adrianne Hordenko
79 Golfwood Heights
Weston, Ontario, Canada M9P 3L8

Susan Jezouit
24 Ellerton Street
Chicopee, MA 01020

Nam Joo Joo
1560 Commonwealth Ave, #7
Brighton, MA 02135

Maria Kerber
1808 Struben Road
Reading, PA 19602

Yuen K. Kong
12, Jalan Mutiara Satu,
Taman Mutiara, Cheras
Kuala Lumpur 56000, Malaysia

Lydia Lau
10 Speare Place #329
Boston, MA 02115

Jeffrey James Laznik
273 Delaplane Ave.
Newark, DE 19711

Simon K.H. Liew
15120 Station Drive
Canton, MA 02021

David Rabih
5010 Alleys Ave.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H4W 2G7

Joseph Robert
43 James St.
Ludlow, MA 01056

Deborah A. Short
17 Circle Haven
Canton, MA 02021

Gregory A. Swarc
72 Woburn St.
Medford, MA 02155

Allison Ta
2874 Glen Ascot Way
San Jose, CA 95148

Todd Timbrook
2496 Heritage Drive
Northfield, NJ 08225

Robin Wallace
7 N. Worcester St.
Norton, MA 02766

Helen Wan
2375 39th Ave.
San Francisco, CA 94116

Shiuan-Lan Wu
7 Ocean View Drive #601
Dorchester, MA 02125

Andrea C. Wyld
185 Harper Ridge Rd.
E. Hampstead, NH 03826

Phoenix Yuk-Fung, Yau
391 Hypine Rd.
Dracut, MA 01829